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By MICHELLE POWELL
Activities editor
While students said words cannot replace the void Andrea
Will’s death caused, more than 100 students Tuesday
participated in a poetry reading in her remembrance.
Miss Will, a freshman marketing
major from Batavia, was found
murdered early February.  Will’s
parents, grandparents and aunt were
present during the reading and listened
with tear-filled eyes as students and
faculty members read both original and
familiar poems.
“Words are not enough to say for
the loss of your daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
Will,” said Debra Valentino, English
professor.
Nicole Jones, a friend of Miss Will
and an Eastern student, read a poem that reminded her of how
precious friendship is and how much she misses Miss Will. 
“When a terrible thing happens like Andrea’s death, it is
good to have something to lean on,” Greg Hecimovich, an
English professor, said before he read a work by George
Herbert titled “The Dawning.”
An excerpt was read by Jeff Lynch, associate dean of the
College and Arts and Sciences. He told  Miss Will’s parents
that they will always have a home (at Eastern). 
Students use
words to heal
By JOE SANNER
Student government editor
The Student Senate will hear a special
presentation on a merger between the Botany
and Zoology departments at its 7 p.m. meeting
tonight at the Arcola/Tuscola room in the
Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union.
Kevin Franken, senior environmental
biology major, said he and a few other
students would give the presentation to the
student senate.
Franken said the merger of the two
departments would create one biological
sciences department.
“A lot of jobs require a degree in botany,
but if a student has a degree in biological
sciences, they might not get that job,” he said
As a result of the merger, current botany
majors will be able to keep their majors while
at Eastern, but new students will have to
choose a different major, Franken said.
“Eastern’s botany program is the best
botany program in Illinois, and this merger
threatens Eastern’s botany program and
threatens to give students a second best
education when they deserve the best,” he
said.
Franken said Eastern has a statewide and
national botany reputation that attracts
students and faculty from all over.
Student to argue against proposed merger
By TAMMIE SLOUP
Administration editor
A Federal mediator will be
brought in April 23 to sit in on
negotiations between members
of Eastern’s American
Federation of State, County and
Municipal Employees Local 981
clerical / technical  union and
Eastern administration.
The negotiations will begin at
10:30 a.m. on April 23 in the
Paris Room of the Martin Luther
king University Union. 
Members of the AFSCME
Local 981 clerical/technical unit
were not scheduled to meet with
administrators until May 5 but
they (administrators) agreed to
meet earlier, said Jean Liggett,
office systems specialist.
“I  assume that  the
administration will expect us to
give a new proposal since we
rejected their last one,” Liggett
said.
“We are still continuing to
bargain,” said Rick Prince, staff
representat ive for  AFSCME
Council 31. “We are looking for
other options that the university
can use to fund wage increases.”
Negotiations have been going
on since June and a federal
mediator  has been involved
since October, Ligget said. 
The university’s last offer,
which amounts to a wage
increase for union members of
more than 8 percent over a two-
year period effective July 1, was
voted down by union
membership on March 24.
The last date a mediator sat
in on negotiations between the
AFSCME and Eastern’s admin-
Federal mediator to aid AFSCME 
DEANNA McINTYRE/Assoc. photo editor
(Above) Bruce Guernsey, an English Professor,
reads his original poem, “The Vase,” to a crowd of
at least 100 people at Tuesday nights’ Andrea Will
Memorial Poetry Reading. The poem’s original
inspiration was from a few years back when one of
his daughter’s friends committed suicide while
attending Eastern Illinois University. “The Vase” is
a parents view on losing a child so young. 
(Left) Freshman zoology major, Becky Campagne
looks on, with about 100 others, as volunteers read
original and classic poems at The Andrea Will
Memorial Poetry Reading Tuesday night at the Tarble
Arts Center. 
Eastern’s botany program is the best botany program in Illinois,
and this merger threatens Eastern’s botany program and
threatens to give students a second best education when they deserve
the best.”
–Kevin Franken,
senior environmental biology major
“
See SENATE page 2
Andrea Will
See SENATE page 2
Slain student’s life celebrated
through campus poetry reading
See AFSCME page 2 By AMY THONCampus editor
A candlelight vigil and
prayer service will be held today
for an Eastern student who is in
a coma because of injuries he
suffered Sunday in a one-car
accident outside of Macomb. 
The vigil is scheduled for 1
p.m. in the South Quad. In case
of rain the vigil will be held in
Lawson Hall Lobby.
The accident occurred when
McRae and Craig Edwards, an
Eastern student, were returning
to Eastern from Western Illinois
University, said Shelly Flock,
director of media relations.
McRae was air-lifted to
O.S.F. St. Francis Medical
Center in Peoria and was in
Vigil for
accident
victim to
be held
See VICTIM page 2
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“We’ve got a great botany faculty that
came here because Eastern has a strong
botany department,” he said. “Students
should have a right to choose a botany
major and that choice is being eliminated.”
The Student Senate will also discuss sev-
eral old and new resolutions.
One of the old resolutions to be discussed
concerns the renovations being done at
Booth Library. 
This resolution suggests that the library’s
lecture hall be improved to accommodate
space for movies, lectures and other special
events.
Another old resolution to be discussed is
the Accuracy in Campus Crime Reporting
Act. 
The resolution states the ACCRA would
require “campus officials who have direct
administrative responsibility for students or
campus activities . . . and other officials
responsible for resolving student disci-
plinary matters (and) athletic department
officials” to report campus crime.
This act has been discussed in the U.S
House of Representatives and was recently
inserted into another house bill.
The Student Senate resolution says it
does not support the bill as a whole.
A new resolution the student senate will
address deals with tuition waivers as a
method of compensation for the work done
by executive senate officers.
Executive senate members who receive
tuition waivers include: student body presi-
dent, vice president for public affairs, vice
president for student affairs, vice president
for financial affairs and vice president for
academic affairs.
Melissa Girten, internal affairs chair, said
in a memo to executives regarding the
tuition waiver resolution, “It is now time
either to accept the current system or to
write a referendum that is based on the
questions that we have been debating for
two semesters.” 
The Student Senate will also go over the
Competitive Salaries For Public University
Faculty and Staff resolution.
Illinois currently ranks second in public
funding for private institutions in the nation
and the Illinois Board of Higher Education
1997 report shows that among the top 12
private and 12 public colleges and universi-
ties, public university salaries are signifi-
cantly lower than those at private universi-
ties, except in a few cases.
SENATE from page one
LONDON (AP) - Orbiting high above Earth,
Europe’s infrared space observatory has discov-
ered water around stars and planets and in many
other surprising places, raising expectations of
life elsewhere in the universe, the European
Space Agency said Tuesday. 
The discovery of water vapor in the atmo-
sphere of Saturn’s largest moon, Titan, has gen-
erated the most excitement, because that moon
may duplicate the conditions that led to the cre-
ation of life on Earth, said Roger Bonnet, the
agency’s director of science. 
“Now that water has been discovered . . . this
lends more support to the possibility that we
have all the conditions which prevailed on Earth
41 billion years ago to give birth to life,” he
said. 
“These conditions may also exist on Titan,
and the only thing you need is a little heat to
heat up Titan, and maybe (the) birth of life may
be seen.” 
For 21 years, the European Space Agency’s
Infrared Space Observatory, known as ISO, has
been exploring the universe at wavelengths that
can’t be seen with the human eye, giving
astronomers a new view of the solar system. 
They have been able to see water throughout
the universe, to see where stars are forming, to
shed light on distant galaxies - and to solve rid-
dles that have puzzled astronomers for cen-
turies, said Reinhard Genzel, chairman of the
agency’s Astronomy Working Group. 
“With ISO, for the first time, you could see
water,” Genzel said at a news conference
Tuesday. “In fact, it has been a spectacular vista
to see water everywhere.” 
The observatory found water around dying
stars, newborn stars, in interstellar space, in
other galaxies and in the atmospheres around
Mars and all the outer planets, in particular the
Titan moon, Genzel said. 
“Now you may say, `So what?’ Well, that’s
actually quite surprising because it’s so cold out
there. So water should normally freeze out. So
the fact that there is water in these atmospheres
is really rather remarkable,” he said. 
Genzel said the explanation probably has to
do with the fact that something in space is
bringing water to the icy outer planets all the
time - “and this something could be comets.” 
Raised expectations of life elsewhere
ALBION (AP) - The
Edwards County prosecutor
will seek the death penalty for
an Indiana man accused in a
two-state shooting rampage
that claimed five lives. 
State’s Attorney Brian
Shinkle said the last victim
may have died during an auto-
theft attempt, allowing the state
to meet the criteria for seeking
the death penalty. 
Steven A. Hale, 21, is
charged with murder and
attempted murder in the shoot-
ings of two Albion men last
Wednesday. Police say Hale
and Chalk A. Wessell, both of
Washington, Ind., are also
responsible for three deaths
there. 
But Hale would not be eligi-
ble for the death penalty in
Illinois unless prosecutors
could prove one of several
aggravating factors listed in
state law, Shinkle said. 
“Among those are a multiple
murder conviction and murder 
committed in the course of
another felony. One of those
felonies is aggravated vehicular
hijacking and attempted aggra-
vated vehicular hijacking,” he
said Tuesday. 
The shooting survivor,
David Chalcraft, has recounted
how Hale and Wessell moved
his truck after shooting him in
the neck and killing his friend,
Larry Sams. 
They did not take the truck
however, authorities say, opting 
instead to drive away in a
Camaro stolen from one of
three Indiana 
residents whom police say the
pair shot to death April 1. 
The car was later abandoned
in a cemetery. Wessell’s body
was 
eventually found in a nearby
wheat field, dead of a gunshot
wound 
to the head. Hale was arrested
25 minutes later. 
Shinkle said tests have failed
to determine conclusively
whether Wessell died at his
own hands or Hale shot him to
death. 
“There is evidence emerging
Attorney
seeking
death
penalty
Participants agreed the memorial was helpful for students who
are still mourning the loss of Miss Will.
“I thought it was wonderful; it made all the difference,” said Lou
Hencken, vice president for student affairs. “Poetry and the arts are
meant to bring people together.”
Jones said the reading was beautiful and went wonderfully. 
“It was wonderful that people came out to show their support.
Everyone was touched who knew Andrea,” she said.
The poetry reading was sponsored by the English department and
Valentino’s English 1001 classes.
Valentino explained how preparing her students for the reading
was an extraordinary, enriching experience. 
“Students were eager to help write poems and participate in the
poetry reading,” she said.
Students from Valentino’s English 1001 classes read poems from
literary master’s like William Shakespeare’s, “Shall I Compare
Thee to a Summer’s Day” and Theodore Roethke’s “Elegy for
Jane.”
“One of the greatest things about doing this, is that my students
were so helpful and recited poems for me,” Valentino said. 
WILL from page one
ASSOCIATED PRESS
R E P O R T
istrative collective bargaining team was
March 11. 
The negotiations involved an attempt to
end the contract dispute that has been in
effect since June 1997.
AFSCME rejected the last contract
proposal offered by Eastern’s negotiating
team because their average wages would
not increase enough to equal those of
other state university civil system service
workers, said Rick Prince, staff represen-
tative for AFSCME Council 31.
The State University Civil Service
System (SUCSS) comparison puts the
salaries of Eastern’s clerical and technical
workers 12 percent below the average
wages for Illinois’ university civil service
workers, Prince said.
AFSCME from page one
critical condition in the intensive care unit as of 11
p.m. Tuesday, a nurse said. The nurse would not com-
ment on the extent of his injuries. 
Edwards was treated and released and has returned
to Eastern, Flock said. 
The vigil is sponsored by McRae and Edward’s
fraternity, Alpha Phi Alpha The Macomb and Illinois
State police departments had no information on the
accident. 
Edwards was unavailable for comment.
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Immanuel Lutheran Church
“He’s Risen, He’s Risen
Indeed!”
Join Us in the Celebration!
Maundy Thursday Service 7PM
Good Friday 7PM
Easter Sunday- Sunrise Service 6AM
Breakfast 7AM
Festival Worship 8 AM & 10:45 AM
Pastor Emeratus Robert Hackler
9th & Cleveland 
Across from the Tarble Arts Center,
Charleston, IL Ph. 345-3008
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By DAN OCHWAT
Staff writer
The Faculty Senate Tuesday previewed a
“problem solving” retreat procedure to be
administered by Bill Weber, economics pro-
fessor, for the senate’s assessment and eval-
uation program.
“The procedure is a problem solving
technique that smooths over conflict and
organizes ideas,” Weber said.
He said the retreat is used by corporate
groups, school boards and other boards.
There are three steps to the process:
n “Good Outcomes”:  a process which is a
brainstorming section on what the faculty
would like to see gained from the retreat.
n “Ground Rules”:  The senate would estab-
lish any ground rules for communication.
n “The Four-Quadrant Problem Solver”:
The step in the process that involves each
member’s participation and the most time
spent.
“The lower left quadrant is designated the
‘Current Situation and Preferred Situation’.
This area defines a person’s problems with
the senate; it is brainstorming the strengths
and weaknesses the senate possesses. It
compares the current and preferred situation
to see what direction you want to see the
senate go,” Weber said. “The lower left
quadrant then shifts to the upper left quad-
rant titled, ‘Diagnostics.’  This quadrant ren-
ders analysis for ‘probable causes’ or rea-
sons for the senate’s problems.”  
Weber cited this example: “If your cur-
rent situation is a headache, then your pre-
ferred situation is no headache.  In diagnos-
tics, we look at reasons for the headache
such as stress,” he said. “I will then record
all of the ideas given and then prioritize
them.”
These prioritized reasons then shift to the
upper right quadrant, titled “General
Approaches.” This quadrant views some
different approaches for removing the
obstacle, Weber said.  In accordance with
the example, Weber asked: “What are the
approaches to get rid of the headache?”
After possibilities to clear the problem
are recorded, the fourth quadrant is
reviewed.  The lower right quadrant is titled
“Specific Recommendations,” or plans for
the senate to pursue.  
“In keeping with the example, you may
choose more exercise to alieve the
headache,” Weber said.
Finally, if time permits, the assessment
process assesses itself, Weber said. A fourth
and fifth item could be to evaluate Weber
and the process as a whole. 
“I ask you what worked,” he said. “What
should I continue doing, and what should I
do differently?” 
Weber said the most difficult part of the
procedure is “getting through it all.”
“It isn’t smooth sailing or any magical
wand,” Weber said.
Faculty Senate Chair Gail Richard said
she is not sure the senate will use this assess-
ment.
“The details need to be done, but first we
need to approve a date, time and place,” she
said.
The Faculty Senate also voted and
approved six nominees for the Presidential
Search Nominees Selection.
The nominees are: Gary Aylesworth, chair
of the philosophy department; Marietta
Deming, health studies professor; Bonnie
Irwin, associate English professor; Susan
Kaufman, journalism professor; Loretta
Prater, associate  family and consumer sci-
ences professor; and James Tidwell, journal-
ism professor.  
The senate voted on which candidates’
names should be sent to the committee.
“We either send all 10, or leave out four,
because four candidates tied with the least
amount of votes of five,” Richard said. 
The most votes earned by a candidate
were 12.
The names will be forwarded to the Board
of Trustees who will choose three faculty
members to help in the search process.
The Faculty Senate also discussed a con-
cern for a “campus disaster plan” in lieu of
the recent tornado in Mattoon.
“The problem is in the procedure for aca-
demic buildings,” Richard said. “Dorms have
their drills but academic buildings are out in
the wind.  
“In academic buildings there is no plan,
and students will look to the teacher on
where to go,” she said.
The Faculty Senate will continue discus-
sions concerning the “campus disaster plan”
in upcoming sessions.
‘Problem solving’ retreat process reviewed by Faculty Senate 
KATHERINE THOMAS/Staff Photographer
Some bunny loves you
Breanne Trench, a volunteer from the Andrews Hall Council, prepares
to take photos of the Easter bunny, volunteer Michelle Riggs, and the
children at the Charleston Community Day Care. The day was part of
the Community Service Project for Andrews Hall Council.
By NICOLE MEINHEIT 
and JAIME HODGE
Staff editors
The Charleston City Council
Tuesday unveiled its $14.3 million
fiscal year 1998-99 budget, which
is $400,000 less than last year’s
budget of $14.7 million.
Bill Riebe, acting city manager,
said the decrease in the budget is
because of a decrease in the nec-
essary funds for water and sewer,
Riebe said. The city completed its
sewer project last year, leaving
less funds to be required.
The largest portion of the bud-
get consists of a $266,000 alloca-
tion  for sidewalk and street repair
and maintenance, Riebe said.
Some of the projects will include
overlaying Rennels Drive from
Lincoln Avenue to Polk Avenue,
Fourth Street, Garrison, and
Jackson Avenue from 14th Street
to 18th Street, Riebe said. The
intersections also will be overlaid.
One of the intersections the city
is looking into repairing is the
intersection at 11th St. and
Harrison Ave. The area to be over-
laid would extend 50 feet in each
direction from the intersection,
Riebe said.  
The City of Charleston will not
be paying for all the repairs made
to Lincoln Avenue. The state will
pay for costs required to overlay
the main lanes, but the city will
pay for the parking lots along
Lincoln Avenue.
Riebe said the Charleston
Police department has plans to
add one police officer and three
squad cars. All funds for the 911
emergency and non-emergency
phone lines, which totals $28,125,
were also allotted through the
police fund.
The Charleston Fire Depart-
ment will receive funds for a
replacement roof and the Utility
fund will receive $93,000 for
sludge removal.
The City Council also approved
the use of centralized dispatch for
emergency and non-emergency
phone calls. The centralized dis-
patch will take place at a newly
constructed building located near
the Coles County Airport on
Lincoln Avenue.
The city had debated on
whether the city should continue
using separate dispatching for
emergency and non-emergency
phone calls, Charleston Mayor
Dan Cougill said previously. 
However, the city concluded
through debate with the Coles
County 911 Board that centralized
dispatch was the less costly and
more efficient manner to do the
dispatching, Cougill said previ-
ously.
City Council discloses 1998-99
fiscal year budget of $14.3 million
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“The privilege of absurdity: to whichno living creature is subject but manonly.
–Thomas Hobbes
today’s quote
Students not interested in core education
Eastern administrators have always foundmoney when they deem something essential to
the well-being of the university, and they should
do the same in allocating a 12-percent wage
increase for members of Eastern’s clerical/techni-
cal union.
Members of Eastern’s American Federation of
State, County and Municipal Employees Local
981 clerical/technical unit are currently being paid
12 percent lower than their
counterparts at other state
universities. Union mem-
bers and the administra-
tion are still negotiating a wage increase that was
due in June.
The on again off again negotiation process has
included a federal mediator and more than four
informational pickets. Yet after 10 months of
negotiating, an 8.8 percent difference still exists
between the administration’s last offer of 3.2 per-
cent and the union’s goal of 12 percent.
A university reserve fund containing about
$200,000 has been discovered by union members.
University officials say this money is for emergen-
cy situations. 
Shelly Flock, director of media relations, said
the money is in a reserve account and is to be used
for situations of “dire needs,” excluding wage
increases. 
Two hundred employees fighting to be compen-
sated for the hard work and effort they dedicate to
the university,  picketing and pleading for the uni-
versity’s attention for more than 10 months IS a
dire situation.
University officials claim the union wages are
comparable to civil service employees at three uni-
versities: Western Illinois University at Macomb,
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale and
Illinois State University in Normal.
But in all actuality, the university is behind even
these three “comparable” schools.  Eastern has
fewer employees than Western, SIU and ISU and
are still being paid less.
A 12-percent difference in wages for the same
job responsibilities is a huge gap. Eastern’s admin-
istration needs to make increasing their wages a
priority by pooling their resources to come up with
money to fund an increase. 
Talk is cheap. Although the administration may
not see unfairly paying 200 employees as  “dire
need,” they will when these employees find
employment elsewhere.
Editorial
To the editor:
As an education major, my cours-
es have taught me that setting a
proper example and being a good
role model are two of the responsi-
bilities of educators. Recently, how-
ever,  I  have begun to wonder
whether some of the instructors here
at Eastern were taught the same
thing.
As college students, our occupa-
tion right now is school. We don’t
get paid for this job. What we get is
a chance to earn an A and to educate
ourselves for the future. Even with-
out pay or much recognition, we do
what we are told, when we are told
to do it. It doesn’t seem to matter
how many other classes we have or
whether or not we work 40 hours
per week in addition to going to
school. It doesn’t matter if we have
four tests in one day or five papers
all due in the same week. When we
have a due date on an assignment,
we turn it in. When we have a test
scheduled, we study and we take it.
If we fail to meet these deadlines,
however strenuous they may be, our
grades are lowered and our GPAs
drop. For students,  there are no
excuses and no postponements.
This does not seem to be the case
with some of the faculty.
Apparently, if they are too busy or
out of town, there is no due date for
grading papers and there is no dead-
line for returning a test. As I men-
tioned, if we turn a paper in late, our
grade is dropped. When an instruc-
tor does not return homework in a
t imely manner,  their  pay is  not
docked and their salary is not low-
ered.
I’m not  implying that  there
should be no penalty for late papers
or that instructors should go without
paychecks. I’m only pointing out
that the example being set for stu-
dents is often one of poor organiza-
tion and tardiness.  How can we
expect the students to learn a good
work ethic when they aren’t given a
chance to witness it first hand? As
they say, children learn what they
live. Isn’t it time to start abiding by
the Golden Rule?
Students rearrange their sched-
ules however necessary to turn a
paper in on t ime.  Couldn’t  the
instructors show that same respect
to the students by returning a paper,
with a grade, before the end of the
semester? This grade, and feedback
from our instructors, is the only pay
we get. Why should we have to wait
for our check?
Tricia Amdor
senior business education
major
your turnProfessors shouldrole model the work
ethic they teach
The Integrated Core courses,possibly the most important
classes at the university, are being
slammed left and right by both
students, faculty and advisors.
The Council on Academic
Affairs has been looking into how
the classes are regarded and what
can be changed about the courses.
The CAA has gathered informa-
tion from focus groups that were
formed to discuss concerns about
the general education curriculum.
The seven focus groups were composed of 45 partici-
pants who talked about their feelings toward the integrated
core.
The focus groups said that faculty think the recognition
of teaching the classes is low, but that could be raised if the
class sizes were smaller and the faculty were acknowl-
edged by their department chairs. The CAA also found that
many think all nine traits and abilities that are the founda-
tions of the core classes need to be incorporated into each
class, which is not what the CAA intended.
What students and faculty need to understand about the
core curriculum is how necessary it is for students to get
any kind of balanced education at Eastern.
Students may not enjoy classes such as biology or math
that may have nothing to do with their major. But that does
not mean they shouldn’t know anything about math or biol-
ogy.
For example, a student at Eastern getting teacher’s certi-
fication in English may think knowing anything other than
teaching and English is not useful, but at one point or
another probably a student will have a question about math
that they look to their English teacher to answer or help out
with.
Having a college degree means you know more than just
what is going on in your field. The degree also says you
are an educated person who knows a little bit about a lot
and a lot about your major field of study.
Most students don’t especially enjoy sitting through
those classes of the core that are not in their main interest,
but they are still necessary.
Faculty, on the other hand,
should be getting the royal treat-
ment for teaching these courses.
These faculty members are try-
ing to teach students of all educa-
tional backgrounds one subject
that may not particularly interest
most of those in the class.
Attempting this feat should be
praised and rewarded, not pun-
ished with bad student reviews
and ignored by other faculty
members.
Core classes are arguably the most difficult courses to
teach because of the lack of student interest in the class and
the sometimes not-so-favorable student evaluation because
the students do not always want to be in the course.
While the CAA members should take into account what
the focus groups are telling them, they should not lose
sight of how important these courses are to education at
Eastern.
Perhaps the CAA and other groups on campus can look
at some kind of system to encourage faculty to teach these
courses. If faculty had an extra motivation to want to be in
the classroom, that attitude rubs off on students.
Faculty should receive some kind of compensation for
teaching the tough courses, such as core classes. Perhaps a
lighter class load or even extra money per student would be
an incentive.
Whether either of these suggestions could be imple-
mented is uncertain. At the very least, faculty should be
looked upon highly for teaching the courses with the num-
ber of difficulties associated with the courses. 
Students should also be reminded of what a degree sym-
bolizes. Not only does a degree mean you are knowledge-
able in your field of study, it also means the student is an
educated person.
– Reagan Branham is the editor in chief and weekly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address
is curlb4@pen.eiu.edu.
REAGAN BRANHAM
Regular columnist
“Core classes
are arguably the
most difficult
courses to teach
because of the
lack of student
interest in the
class ...”
L e t  y o u r  v o i c e  b e  h e a r d .  E - m a i l  u s  a t  c u r l b 4 @ p e n . e i u . e d u
Local union members
deserve equal salary 
compared to others 
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$13
Good Carry-Out Only
7 Days a Week!
DELIVERED FOR JUST $1 MORE!
Limited Delivery Area
BUDGET
PLEASER ®
•A Med. (14”) Thin Crust
One Topping Pizza
•A Family-Size Salad and
• A 2-Liter Bottle of Coca-Cola
10 oz. FREE Salad w/ Dressing • $14 w/ a (16”) Large Pizza
Carry-Out Only thru May 23, 1998.
Charleston 
909 18th Street
348-7515 12”
STOP
WEDNESDAY
April 8st
ONLY!
Medium
Congratulations to the ladies of
Alpha Sigma Tau on a job well
done during greek week.
3rd in Greek Sing
2nd in Tugs
2nd in Pyramids
1st in canoes
1st in grades
1st in Kappa Delta
Shamrock Project.
The First Annual
EIU Health Fair
Wednesday, April 15th
1:00 pm - 7:00 pm
Where:  Student Recreation
Prizes just for coming
Free pizza from 1:00 - 3:00 pm
Aerobics on the hour from 1:00 - 7:00
pm
Cystic Fibrosis walk from 5:00 pm
Health Care Professionals and various
student organizations will be available 
to answer questions
Free 5 - minute massage
*
*
*
*
*
*
By JOE SANNER
Student government editor
The Illinois Senate last week
approved a new bill that will
increase the penalties for repeat
offenses of driving under the influ-
ence of alcohol or drugs.
The present law states that it is a
Class A misdemeanor for first and
second DUI offenses and a Class
IV felony for third and subsequent
offenses. 
The new law, if approved by the
Illinois House of Representatives,
will combine DUI with the offense
of driving with a revoked license,
said Matt Jones, staff member for
the Illinois judiciary committee.
“We’re in the process of negoti-
ating and amending the bill and
that’s the agreement that’s been
reached,” Jones said. “The bill has
not yet been approved.”
The bill would keep a first-
offense DUI as a Class A misde-
meanor, but if the offender is
caught driving under the influence
again, it becomes a Class IV felony,
Jones said.
He said a Class A misdemeanor
is punishable by 360 days in jail or
two years probation and a Class IV
felony is punishable by one to three
years in prison or 30 months proba-
tion.
“If someone is caught a second
time driving drunk with a revoked
license for a previous DUI charge it
becomes a Class III felony,” Jones
said.
A Class III felony is punishable
by up to five years in prison or 30
months probation, he said.
If someone is caught for a third
time and charged with a DUI and
driving with a license previously
revoked for a DUI, it becomes a
Class II felony and remains a Class
II felony for subsequent offenses,
Jones said. 
Class II felonies are punishable
by three to seven years in prison or
four years probation, he said.
If the bill is passed, it will elimi-
nate license reinstatement for a
fourth DUI offense, Jones said.
“After a fourth DUI offense you
should never get your license back;
That’s the belief,” Jones said.
New bill means harsher penalties
in Illiniois for repeat DUI offenders
By JOE SANNER
Student government editor
The completion of various campus improvement
projects is requiring a $50 fee increase per student
every year until a $9.5 million loan is repayed.
The facilities planning and management depart-
ment has approximately $9.5 million of total bond
funds to use on campus improvement projects, said
Ted Weidner, director of facilities planning and man-
agement.
A revenue bond project indicates the university will
have money to work with to complete the project and
student fees will go towards repaying the borrowed
money. 
“It’s kind of like a mortgage,” Weidner said.
He said the size and dollar amount of each project
vary.
“The students, a year or so ago, voted to assess
themselves a fee of $50 a semester in order to get a
food court, a 24-hour computer facility, debit card sys-
tem, campus recreation improvement, residence hall
comfort and rejuvenation, Health Services expansion,
campus appearance improvement, campus telephones,
relocation of print center and recycling center and
improvement of the Fine Arts building,” Weidner said.
He said the expansion of the Health Services
department will cost approximately $2.5 million
alone.
“Consultants are not only hired to work with reno-
vations projects, such as Booth Library,” he said. “Just
as we have consultants for renovations of Booth
Library, we have the same for revenue bond projects.”
Shirley Stewart, director of student services, said
some of these projects will require the help of consul-
tants, or off-campus companies the university hires to
advise them.  
“A small portion of (the $50 fee increase) pays con-
sultants to help get the projects in progress,” she said.
A food court consultant is currently helping to
determine the location of a food court and what it
should look like, but her report is not available yet,
Stewart said.
The consultant also is helping with food options in
order for the food court to be successful and thrive on
campus, she said.
Fee hike being used to pay off loan
WASHINGTON (AP) - Irradiation of food should
become a national priority to reduce illness caused by
dangerous microbes, despite some consumer skepti-
cism, a top food industry executive and a leading
health advocate said Tuesday. 
Dr. David Kessler, former head of the Food and
Drug Administration, and ConAgra Inc. chief Bruce
Rohde told an irradiation conference that consumers
must overcome unfounded fears that the process
might harm them. 
“Not to do something at this point is to condemn
us as a country to suffer the consequences of these
food borne illnesses again and again,” said Kessler,
now dean of the Yale University School of Medicine. 
“Food irradiation is a food safety tool that we as
consumers should not ignore.”
Irradiation of food may reduce illness
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Newman
Catholic 
Center
Holy Week Schedule
Spy Wednesday, April 8 - 9:00 p.m.
Holy Thursday, April 9 - 7:00 p.m.
Good Friday, April 10 - Noon
Holy Saturday, April 11- 8:00 p.m.
Easter Sunday, April 12- 11:00 a.m.
There will be a prayer vigil on Holy Thursday night
from 8:00 p.m. to Midnight. Time for a quiet
moment of prayer in the Chapel as we enter into
the passion of our Lord on Friday.  
Stop by anytime that night.
Newman Chapel
Newman Chapel
University Ballroom
Newman Chapel
Coleman Auditorium
QUIET,
CLEAN!
2 Bedrooms 
2Persons
CIPS avg. $60 month
The men of Delta Tau Delta would like to 
thank
Heather Myers
of 
AF 
on being a great sweetheart over
the past semesters.
The Union Bowling Special
Wednesday 7:30-10:30 
Thursday 6:00-10:30
Sunday Red Pin Bowling
4-10:30 pm
75¢ Bowling 
and freeshoe rental
for more information
call 581-7457
Union Bowling Lanes
Martin Luther King Union
Friends
&Co
WEDNESDAY
$1.00 PINTS
Leinie & MGD
509 Van Buren 345-2380
FREE Show
Thurs.
Bill Passalacqua
Starts @ 9:30
Kitchen Hours: 
Mon-Thurs Fri-Sat
7-11pm 5-11pm
By AMY THON
Campus editor
The 150 residents of Weller
Hall were evacuated at 1:15 a.m.
Tuesday after a trash can caught
on fire.
“It was a fire in a trash can,
we don’t know how it started,”
said Karl Aldrich, associate
director of Weller Hall.
Aldrich said he did not know
how long the evacuation took but
the residents were very coopera-
tive.
“Most of us just did our nor-
mal duty,” said Eddie Neal, a res-
ident assistant of Weller Hall.
Neal said the normal evacua-
tion time is between two and
three minutes and he thinks
Tuesdays evacuation took about
that long.
“Mainly, (students) just want-
ed to know what was going on,
weather it was a drill or if some-
thing was actually burning,” Neal
said. “Everyone was coopera-
tive.”
A resident responded to the
fire with a fire extinguisher and
Aldrich finished the fire with the
extinguisher.
Aldrich said one fire truck
responded to the call. The fire
department investigated the floor
and opened up to clear the
smoke. 
“The fire was put out when the
whole building was evacuated,”
Neal said. “The firemen came in
just to make sure everything was
OK.”
The residents were evacuated
for about 30 minutes, Aldrich
said. The fire took place on the
second floor of the west side of
Weller Hall. There was minimal
damage, Aldrich said.
“(There was a) little bit of
smoke damage on some paint,”
Aldrich said.
He said the damage was not
extreme and could be fixed.
Trash can fire empties Weller Hall
By TAMMIE SLOUP
Staff writer
The Council on Academic Affairs Thursday
will have registrar Michael Taylor present the
WEB Registration/Prerequisite Proposal that
would enable students to register for classes over
the Internet.
The CAA will meet at 2 p.m. in the Arcola/
Tuscola Room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. 
The CAA previously asked if there was a way
to check prerequisites on-line and found that
many others were interested in the same idea, said
CAA chair Mary Durkin Wohlrabe. 
“We asked (the ad hoc WEB registration/pre-
requisite) committee to come up with an idea,”
Wohlrabe said.
The target date for implementation of the sys-
tem would be for October 2001, in time for the
spring of 2002 registration cycle.
The CAA also is scheduled review the Nine
Traits and Abilities of the Integrated Core.
“The (CAA) will be looking at the structure and
will decide what they want to do with it,” Wohlrabe
said. “We’ll see whether we will vote
to endorse (the Nine Traits and Abilities) or
whether we want to change them around.”
She said the CAA is trying to organize the Nine
Traits and Abilities in order to make course
descriptions “clearer.”
The subcommittee on general education, which
consists of CAA members Ken Sutton, Bill
Addison and Wohlrabe, constructed the draft.
The CAA also will continue their discussion of
the general education program by gathering more
information concerning the writing aspect in the
integrated core, Wohlrabe said.
By TAMMIE SLOUP
Administration editor
Eastern building service
workers and food service
employees Monday met with
members of Student Govern-
ment to explain how they are
being affected with the con-
struction of a food court and
the possibility of subcontract-
ing to outside laborers.
Three members of Eastern’s
American Federation of State,
County and Municipal Employ-
ees Local clerical/technical unit
981 were present to inform the
Student Government members
of the current situation.
Rick Prince, staff representa-
tive for AFSCME Council 31;
Peggy Reese, local president
for  AFSCME; and Mathew
Pederson, chief steward for
building service workers; asked
for the Student Governement’s
support.
“They (the union members)
appeared to be looking for sup-
port,” said Doug Stepansky,
speaker of the Student Senate.
“I think they wanted to inform
us and get  people on their
side.”
Prince said the students
must be informed of the rea-
sons behind the picketing of
union members.
“We want (students)  to
know why (union members) are
doing the things they’re doing,”
he said.
The membership also talked
about the university subcon-
tracting out the duties of BSWs
and food service workers.
“A big concern for them was
(the university) bringing in
subcontractors ,”  Stepansky
said. “(The membership) were
concerned with job loss and
wage reduction.”
Stepansky said the senate is
going to “look into” the situa-
tion but first they want to talk
to Jill Nilsen, special assistant
to the president, before making
any decisions. 
“We are not jumping into
this,” he said.
Nilsen was asked to attend
the meeting Wednesday and
senate members will have the
chance to ask questions con-
cerning the university’s point
of view, said senate member
Keith Cosentino.
“We want to get both sides,”
Stepansky said. “We’re really
anxious to talk to Jill (Nilsen).”
Cosentino said when stu-
dents approved the idea for a
food court they weren’t aware
that BSWs and food service
workers  would be affected
because some of the dining ser-
vices would be shut down.
“I believe the university is
using this against the students,”
he said. “It’s unfortunate that
the university says (students)
support this.”
Cosentino also said he is
waiting to hear what Nilsen
says because he has only heard
one side of the story. 
CAA to discuss online registration
AFSCME seeks support
from Student Government 
The (CAA) will be looking at the
structure and will decide what they
want to do with it. We’ll see whether
we will vote to endorse (the Nine Traits and
Abilities) or whether we want to change
them around.”
– Mary Durkin Wohlrabe, CAA chair
“
Advertise in 
The Daily
Eastern News
Call
581-2812
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The men of Delta Tau Delta would like to 
congratulate 
Donna Walsh 
of 
DZ 
on becoming the new 
DTD sweetheart.
By NICOLE MEINHEIT
City editor
The Charleston liquor commission today will deter-
mine if a newly opened bar, The Junkyard, can keep its
liquor license.
The hearing will be at 10:15 a.m. today in the City
Council Chambers, located on the second floor of the
City Municipal Building, 520 Jackson Ave. 
A hearing scheduled for last week had to be
rescheduled because the city did not give the owners
72 hours notice of the hearing, said Wade Douglas, co-
owner of The Junkyard.
Wade and Belinda Douglas, co-owners of the
Junkyard, applied for a liquor license on Nov. 20 and
moved from Charleston to Mattoon in December. The
liquor commission is accusing Douglas of lying about
his address on the application, Wade Douglas said.
The Douglas’ lived in Charleston for five years prior
to moving to Mattoon, Belinda Douglas said. The
Douglas’ feel that the city is trying to revoke their
liquor license because they do not live in Charleston.
“He (Mayor Dan Cougill) and the city make their
money from the bars in Charleston,” Wade Douglas
said.
The cost for a liquor license is $1,500 a year, includ-
ing Sundays.
“I want to know why nobody protests the mayor,”
Wade Douglas said. “I want to know why the mayor is
against bars in Charleston.”
The Junkyard’s license requires them to make 51
percent of their profits on food and 49 percent on liquor. 
The Junkyard will open at 10 a.m. and close at 2
a.m. Fridays and Saturdays. Alcohol will be served
from open to 1 a.m. On Sundays their hours will be 10
a.m. to 11 p.m. and alcohol will be served the entire
night.
Cougill was unavailable for comment.
By NICOLE MEINHEIT
City editor
After more than a year with-
out serving alcohol, Zorbas will
request  a  restaurant  l iquor
l icense from the City of
Charleston.
“I think sales probably went
down more than half because
people don’t just come in to buy
beer, they order other things
too,” said Jamie Motgomery,
owner of  Zorbas and senior
computer management major.
Zorbas is still equipped with
a bar  that  is  s i t t ing unused,
Motgomery said.
“We’ll  have a full  service
bar,  and I hope to have bar-
tenders to be able to make any
drink people  ask for,”
Motgomery said.
If  the l iquor  l icense is
approved, Zorbas will be able
to serve liquor from noon until
1 a.m. and from noon to 11 p.m.
Monday through Saturday .
“A restaurant can opt for a
Sunday license and bars cannot
be open,” Motgomery said.
Restr ic t ions apply to
Sundays. A restaurant cannot
sell more in liquor than it sells
in food, Motgomery said.
Zorbas will still be open to
people under 21 because it is a
restaurant, Motgomery said.
“I think it will be the only
place in town where people can
hang out with all their friends
even i f  they are  underage,”
Motgomery said.
Motgomery will be strict in
watching underage drinking.
After 9 p.m. everyone will be
stamped at the door and every-
one over 21 will have their hand
stamped.
Motgomery also plans on
placing restrictions on the num-
ber of drinks a person can buy
at one time.
For  anyone underage,
Motgomery plans to  offer  a
juice bar that will serve exotic
drinks that will look like alco-
holic drinks so “they won’t feel
left out,” he said.
“Once the liquor license is
taken away you can never get it
back, so I have to be real strict
about it,” Motgomery said.
A date has yet to be set for
the l iquor  hear ing because
Mayor Dan Cougill is out of
town, Motgomery said.
“I talked to him on the phone
and he didn’t give me any indi-
cator I’d have any problems,”
Motgomery said.
“I’ve already talked to the
distributors and placed an order.
I’m just waiting for the license
so I can have it delivered.”
Junkyard’s liquor license hearing today
Zorbas looking to serve alcohol again
CRUISE & LAND TOUR JOBS-
Earn to $2,000/mo. Free world
travel (Europe, Caribbean, etc.)
plus food/lodging. Call: (919)
933-1939, ext. C221.
_______________________4/27
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY-
MENT-Earn to $3,000+/mo. in
fisheries, parks, resorts, Airfare!
Food/Lodging often provided!
Call (919)933-1939, ext. A221.
_______________________4/27
BEACH RESORT JOBS-Plus
Forests, National Parks, Dude
Ranches, Rafting Companies.
Nationwide summer openings.
Call (919) 933-1939, ext. R221.
_______________________4/27
JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! Work sum-
mer break. Office clerical jobs.
Earn $$$$$. Gain experience.
Call Today’s Temporary Chicago
312-558-1582. Des Plaines 847-
699-3010. Schaumburg 847-240-
9411. www.today’s.com
________________________4/8
MYRTLE BEACH SC AND
ORLANDO FL Spend your sum-
mer running the fun at exciting
resort locations! Recreation
assistants, children counselors
and front desk positions avail-
able. Fully furnished housing,
$300 monthly stipend. Call 888-
699-1042.
________________________4/8
HELP WANTED: To do laundry
and misc. tasks $5/50/hr year
round flexible hours. 348-1210.
________________________4/8
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY-
MENT- Fishing industry. Excellent
student earnings & benefits
potential (up to $2,850+/mo
+room/board). Ask us how! 517-
324-3117 ext.A57381.
_______________________4/27
COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS is
now hiring painters and job site
managers for the summer. No
experience necessary. Work in
your home town. $6-10 an hour.
Call 1-888-277-9787.
________________________5/4
CAMP STAFF- MINNESOTA.
Energetic and caring individuals
for positive camp community.
Leaders for backpacking trips to
to PNW and Canadian Rockies.
Counselors to teach traditional
camp activities: canoe, bdsail,
sail, wski, gym, horseback, climb
and blacksmithing. Videographer,
cooks, supervisors, swim and
waterfront director. Experience
the most rewarding summer of
your life. Thunderbird 314-567-
3167.
_______________________4/10
BRIAN’S PLACE NIGHT CLUB
AND SPORTS BAR-Help wanted.
Various positions. Waitresses
earn $5.15 per hour, Apply in per-
son. 2100 Broadway Mattoon.
234-4151.
_______________________4/10
It pays to advertise in the Daily
Eastern News Classified Section.
Place your ads in Buzzard.
____________________OO/HA
SUMMER MINI-STORAGE as
low as $30/mo. West Route 16
348-7746.
________________________5/4
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No experience
required. Free information pack-
et. Call 410-347-1475.
________________________5/4
WIN A BIG SCREEN TV OR
MAID SERVICE FOR A
SEMESTER while raising money
for your student organization.
Earn up to $5.00 per
Visa/MasterCard application. The
1st 50 groups to complete the
fundraiser receive FREE MOVIE
PASSES! Call for details. 1-800-
932-0528 x 75.
________________________4/8
EARN $750-$1500/WEEK. Raise
all the money your student group
needs by sponsoring a VISA
FUNDRAISER on your campus.
No investment & very little time
needed. There’s no obligation, so
why not call today. Call 1-800-
323-8454 x 95.
________________________4/9
CLOSE TO BUZZARD BLDG. 2
BDRM furnished apts, Free park-
ing laundry room, central air. 345-
6000.
________________________5/4
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 98. TWO
BEDROOM FURNISHED APTS.
FREE PARKING. POOL. GREAT
LOCATION. 345-6000.
________________________5/4
MC ARTHUR/MANOR APART-
MENTS. Now leasing for Fall 98.
2 Bedroom furnished apt, 345-
2231.
________________________5/4
VERY NICE 1 BDRM, furnished,
close to campus bungalow for 2
people. $235/pp. 12 month lease,
no pets. Call 345-3148
________________________5/4
3 & 4 BEDROOM HOUSES &
apartments close to campus. Call
345-6621
________________________5/4
TWO BEDROOM UNFUR-
NISHED. All utilities paid except
phone and cable. NO PETS and
NO PARTIES. 345-6759
________________________5/4
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENT FOR NEXT YEAR.
NO pets. 345-7286.
________________________5/4
JUNE 1ST OR AUGUST 1ST. 2
bedroom 1 1/2 bath furnished
apt. for 2-4 people. 12 month
lease.  1017 Woodlawn 348-
7746.
________________________5/4
2 BR house for 2. Close, cheap.
345-4489. C21 Wood, Jim Wood,
Broker.
_______________________4/10
ROOMS FOR RENT-Women
only. Inter. Summer sessions.
Large house fully furn. 1 blk from
Union. Central A/C. $220 mo.
Util. Inc. House 345-5692 or Pat
Novak (630)789-3772.
________________________5/4
SUMMER MINI STORAGE as
low as $30/mo. West Route 16
348-7746.
________________________5/4
FOR RENT LARGE 3 BED-
ROOM FURNISHED APART-
MENT for fall semester. Call 345-
3664 after 4 p.m.
________________________4/8
LARGE 2 BEDROOM APART-
MENT WITH ALL UTILITIES
PAID FOR 2-3 GIRLS. CALL 345-
3100 BETWEEN 4-9 P.M.
_______________________4/10
1,2, & 3 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS sti l l  available. Call
Oldtowne Management. 345-
6533.
________________________5/4
NEW LISTING. HOUSE FOR 5
OR 6 GIRLS AVAILABLE IN
AUGUST. Remodeled, ideal loca-
tion. Parking. No Pets. Call 345-
7286.
________________________5/4
2 BEDROOM HOUSE available
June 1st. No pets. $500/mo. 345-
7286.
________________________5/4
NICE FIVE BEDROOM HOUSE,
Two baths, partly furnished. Call
345-5088 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
________________________5/4
5 X 10 SUMMER STORAGE. $25
monthly. Treasure Island 620
West State. 345-3741
_______________________4/17
SHARP, FRESH, QUIET duplex
for 2. Real close to campus. 345-
4489. C21 Wood, Jim Wood,
Broker.
_______________________4/10
GRAD STUDENTS or mature
quiet upperclassmen. 2 BR apts
for 2. 345-4489. C21 Wood, Jim
Wood, broker.
________________________5/1
APARTMENTS 2 0R 3 BR on 3rd
St. Furnished. 10 mo lease. Call
CAMPUS RENTALS. Call 345-
3100 between 4-9 p.m.
_______________________4/17
AVAILABLE JUNE- 5 bedroom
house 1/2 block from Old Main. 2
baths, trash paid. 12 month
lease, no pets. 348-7746.
________________________5/4
2 BEDROOM UPSTAIRS
APARTMENT LOCATED AT 208
1/2 6TH ST. FULLY FURNISHED
CARPETED, GOOD QUIET
LOCATION. CALL 345-7522
AFTER 5:30. CALL 345-9462,
ASK FOR LARRY.
_______________________4/10
SUMMER ONLY: 4 bedroom, 2
bath, 4 people. Reasonable rent.
348-5032.
_______________________4/24
BEST VALUE: Furnished 2 bed-
room. Water, trash. 10 month @
$250 each. 348-0288.
________________________4/9
LARGE 4 BR UPSTAIRS APT.
202 1/2 6TH ST. FULLY FUR-
NISHED, CARPETED A/C.
LARGE BATHROOM WITH
SHOWER. 3 OR 4 STUDENTS.
LEASE & DEPOSIT REQUIRED.
345-7522. AFTER 5:30 CALL
345-9462 ASK FOR LARRY.
_______________________4/10
EFFICIENCY APT. LOCATED AT
501 1/2  TAYLOR. FULLY FUR-
NISHED. AVAILABLE JUNE 15.
LEASE & DEPOSIT REQUIRED.
CALL 345-7522 AFTER 5:30
CALL 345-9462 ASK FOR
LARRY.
_______________________4/10
1 BEDROOM FURNISHED APT
FOR 1 STUDENT 3 blocks from
campus. 175/mo. 345-3657 after
6:00.
_______________________4/10
FOR FALL: 3 BEDROOM
HOUSE. Near campus. $485
total. Also 2 bedroom apartment
with utilities $350 total. 345-4487,
leave message.
________________________4/8
3 BEDROOM FURNISHED
HOUSE 3 blocks from campus
for 3 students. $155/mo ea. 345-
3657, after 6:00.
_______________________4/10
FURNISHED APTS FOR 3 PEO-
PLE. $215 each. Free parking,
pool, central air. Great location.
345-6000
________________________5/4
3 ROOMS IN RENTAL HOUSE.
Close to campus. Share utilities.
$200 a month. Dan 348-6782 for
summer or fall.
________________________4/6
HOUSES FOR 1-5 students. 348-
1614 or 348-8096.
_______________________4/15
3 AND 4 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS available for Fall. Very
nice, clean and updated. Call
345-5088 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
________________________5/4
PARK PLACE SUBLESSORS
NEEDED! Clean, furnished, and
close to campus. Rent nego-
tiable! 348-6665.
________________________4/8
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
FOR SU 98. Rent $190, good
location. Call 348-8002.
________________________4/8
2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED.
SUMMER/INTERSESSION fur-
nished, 2 bedroom, close to cam-
pus, $210/mo. Call 348-6652.
_______________________4/10
NICE 1 BDRM APARTMENT
available intersession & summer.
$285 OBO. 345-7286.
_______________________4/10
SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR
SUMMER AND INTERSESSION!
RENT NEGOTIABLE FOR
GREAT APARTMENT, CLOSE
TO CAMPUS! CALL 345-6445.
_______________________4/10
SUMMER SUBLESSOR NEED-
ED For large one bedroom apt.
dishwasher/washer/dryer includ-
ed. Rent negotiable. Call 348-
6220.
_______________________4/17
1 TO 3 SUBLESSORS NEEDED.
Intersession/summer. Large,
nice, unfurnished apartment on
the square. Rent negotiable. 348-
6461.
_______________________4/15
SUBLESSORS NEEDED for 98.
3 bedrooms, underground on
campus. Call 1-888-939-6593 or
348-6500.
________________________4/9
ED: Su ‘98. Royal Heights
$190/mo. Central Air, dishwasher,
fully furnished. Call 348-5272.
_______________________4/10
MALE ROOMMATE TO LIVE IN
HOUSE at 9th and Lincoln for
98/99. $220/month, 10 month
lease. Paul 581-2834.
_______________________4/20
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
to live at Park Place for ‘98-’99.
Call Maria 581-5301.
_______________________4/14
ALPHA PHI ALPHA & ALPHA SWEETS Campus wide prayer today
at 1 p.m. in the South Quad. All welcome, Jay needs our support and
prayer! If it happens to rain, it will be held in Lawson’s lobby.
AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDY ASSOC. Meeting is canceled this
week. We will meet next week. Be prepared to discuss ideas for the fall
semester and election.
EIU BLOOD DRIVE COMMITTEE meeting today at 7 p.m. sharp in
the Sullivan room of the Union.  Everyone must be present we will be
having officer elections.  Also prepare for Blood Drive that is on April 21
& 22.
ETA SIGMA GAMMA Loveline today at 8 p.m. in Stevenson Hall.
“Loveline!  Lots of questions to be answered!  Free condoms!  Be
there!”
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA Business meeting today at 5:30 p.m. in
Coleman 120.  Call Keri if you cannot attend.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass today at 9 p.m. in the Newman
Chapel.  Newman Chapel is located on the corner of 9th and Lincoln
Ave.
ALPHA KAPPA DELTA meeting today at 5:15 p.m. in room 300 of
Blair Hall.  All members please attend.  Call Dr. Eckert or any officer if
you cannot.
THE COUNSELING CENTER Life skills seminar today at 12 noon in
the Kansas room of the MLK Union.  “Anxious” presented by Linda
Anderson, M.S., Counseling Center.  This workshop will inform you of
different kinds of anxiety and how to handle the feelings and physical
symptoms that often accompany anxiety.
CIRCLE K Depot today at 6:45 p.m.  Meet at the Union.  We’d like
everyone to come and help!
CARMAN HALL COUNCIL root beer bash today  from 8-12 in
Coleman cafeteria.
PSI CHI Meeting today at 6 p.m. in the Psychology lounge. This week
is the last meeting of the semester. If you can’t attend please call
Connie @ 348-8054 for important information.
SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT OF MANAGEMENT Speaker meet-
ing/ elections for new officers today at 6 p.m. in LH 029. Business
casual attire.
POWER Meeting today at 6 p.m. in the Mezzanine of MLK union.
Everyone welcome.
PRE-LAW SOCIETY/ SIGMA IOTA LAMBDA Meeting today in
Coleman Hall 225 at 3:30 p.m.
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP CHOIR Bible study today at 7 p.m. in
MLK union Shelbyville room.
STUDENT GOVERNMENT Student senate elections April 21-22 from
8-5 p.m. in Union, Coleman, Taylor, Thomas, Triad and Rec center.
Running for student senate? Petitions are now available in the Union
room 201 and due back by 12 noon on April 15th, no exceptions.
Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Phone: _________________Student  
o
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o
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Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
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The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
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Payment:
Check number________________
o Cash o Check o Credit
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activi-
ties and events will be printed. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily
Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF
EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as
a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday,
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is illegible or
contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for
available space.
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2 FEMALES FOR 98/99. Close to
campus. Newly remodeled
house. Call Alissa or Tricia 348-
6248.
_______________________4/10
LOOKING FOR 2 MALE OR
FEMALE roommates to live @
313 Taylor Ave. Call 345-5193.
_______________________4/13
LOST ID HOLDER AND KEYS
on Saturday night. If found please
call 581-5248.
________________________4/9
‘93 FORD MUSTANG 47,000
miles, 4 cylinder, Power locks &
windows & cruise. 5500. 345-
2802.
_______________________4/10
95 TREK 7000 Aluminum frame.
Green. Sell $400 O.B.O. 348-
1944.
_______________________4/10
SONY CAR DECK $65. Oval
Pioneer Subwoofer Box $90. 348-
6601.
________________________4/8
1989 CHEVY CAMARO. 79K
miles. Runs good. Body in good
condit ion. $1800. Doug 581-
6746.
_______________________4/20
FOR SALE: 1986 Ford Escort
Exp. Runs good. New tires.
$1100. 345-9543.
_______________________4/13
BEANIES Curly and Valentino
$15 each. Cash only. Call 581-
2946.
_______________________4/14
MOM’S IS THE PLACE FOR
FUNCTIONS. Free Snacks, Juice
Bar, Free Ride on Mom’s Bus.
Dave for details 345-2171 9 a.m.-
11 a.m.
________________________5/4
WANT A MASSAGE FROM A
PROFESSIONAL? Come and get
your free five minute massage at
the EIU Health fair on Wed. April
15th from 1-7 p.m. in the Student
Recreation Center.
_______________________4/14
DOES ACUPUNCTURE REALLY
WORK? Come and talk to a pro-
fessional who can answer your
questions on Wednesday, April
15th from 1-7 p.m. in the Student
Recreation Center.
_______________________4/10
FREE CASH GRANTS! College.
Scholarships. Business. Medical
bills. Never repay. Toll free 1-800-
218-9000 Ext. G-2262.
________________________4/8
DRIVE YOUR “DREAM VEHI-
CLE” with no down payment over
$100. Per month. 95% credit
approval on any new vehicle you
choose. !-888-293-1654.
_______________________4/17
HEY CARMAN KIDS: Break out
your dancing shoes for the dance
party tonight 8-12 in the cafeteria!
Mocktails! Kiss the pig! Root beet
keg!
________________________4/8
SEIZED CARS FROM $175.
Porches, Cadil lacs, Chevy’s,
BMW’s. Corvette’s. Also Jeeps,
4WD’s. Your area. Toll free 1-800-
218-9000 Ext. A-2262 for current
listings.
________________________4/8
AEROBICS ON THE HOUR
FROM 1-7 P.M. Wednesday, April
15. Come learn about your health
from one of the many profession-
als at the 1st annual EIU Health
fair.
________________________4/8
CONGRATS TO ALL MY GREAT
MOCK TRIAL GOLD TEAM
MEMBERS: Tara Cobum, Jodi
Gaspard, Maria Herrera, Jim
Kanichirail, Gevena Wilder, Trish
Oliver. I am so very, very, proud
of all of you. Fantastic job-doc.
And Tara- a special Kudo for
you’re great individual perfor-
mance!
________________________4/8
AARON ANDERSON AND
CRAIG SCHWAB OF SIGMA PI:
Thanks for all of your hard work
and dedication. We really appre-
ciate it! Saturday night was awe-
some! Love, all your Tau Tuggers.
________________________4/8
GRANDPA AND JOHN DEERE:
Thanks for all your help, time,
and motivation! the mud, sweat,
and tears were all worth it. We
love you! Your A-Phi tuggers.
________________________4/8
JENNY SLIVINSKI OF ALPHA
PHI: Way to go tugging Champ!
Your roommates are proud! AWE-
SOME! love, 1060.
________________________4/8
HAPPY BELATED BIRTHDAY TO
PATTY SALINAS OF DELTA
SIGMA PI!
________________________4/8
WAY TO GO SIGMAS ON A 2ND
PLACE VICTORY FOR GREEK
WEEK ‘98!
________________________4/8
D-CHI BIG MEN TUGGERS:
Congrats on winning first place.-
Thank you for your time and your
help. Love, the Tri-Sigma tuggers.
________________________4/8
LIZA TIPPETT AND AMANDA
HUBER OF TRI-SIGMA: You
guys did a wonderful job with
Greek Week ‘98. We love you
both! Love, your sisters.
________________________4/8
WAZ AND KONECKI: Thank you
for your time and dedication with
tugs. Our hard work paid off. Get
ready for next year! Love, your
Sigma Tuggers!
________________________4/8
AMY MCPEAK AND JEN MONT-
GOMERY OF DELTA ZETA:
Great job with Greek Week!
________________________4/8
STARRIN KINSER AND LEIGH
HARRINGTON OF SIGMA
KAPPA: Keep up the great work
with Homecoming Steering
Committee. Love, your sisters.
________________________4/8
LOOK AT THE BIG BRAINS ON
ERIC, CRANK, MOOKIE, SEIZ,
AND WENTE! Way to go Lambda
Chi Alpha Collegiate Bowl. #1
baby!
________________________4/8
MIKE BUTTERBACH, BRAD
CARTER, CASEY MILLER, BEN
VALADEZ, & JASON ULHMANN
OF LAMBDA CHI ALPHA. Great
job with Greek Week Steering
Committee! Your brothers are
proud of you.
________________________4/8
SARAH CASCIO & THE LADIES
OF ALPHA PHI, Congratulations
on your first place in Greek Week!
The Men of Lamba Chi Alpha.
________________________4/8
SIG KAPS way to show your spir-
i t  during Greek Week and
Awesome job with awards!
________________________4/8
CONGRATS ASA SISTERS FOR
PLACING 1st in Airband, 2nd in
Canoes & Chariots races, & 3rd
in Tugs. All your hard work & ded-
ication paid off! Let’s finish off the
remainder of the year in high spir-
its!
________________________4/8
TO THE MEN OF PI KAPPA
ALPHA: Congrats on placing 1st
in Airband! You all did a great job
during Greek Week! Love, your
ASA neighbors.
________________________4/8
THE WOMEN OF ALPHA SIGMA
ALPHA would like to congratulate
the entire Greek Community for
all the hard work & spirit put into
Greek Week! Your accomplish-
ments were well deserved!
________________________4/8
KELLY NAUGHTON OF AST, I-
Week is almost over, keep up the
good work. Good luck! Tau love,
Jamie
________________________4/8
LAMBDA CHI’S-  Congrats on an
awesome Greek Week! 2nd in
chariot races, 1st in collegiate
bowl, 2nd in canoes, 3rd in pyra-
mids, 1st in double dare, and 2nd
in airband! You guys make me so
proud!! Love, Sarah.
________________________4/8
PIKE AIRBAND: Congratulations!
You guys did awesome. We’re so
proud! Love, Us.
________________________4/8
PIKES: Thanks for the flowers!
Love Us.
________________________4/8
JENN- Have you seen the remote
control? Where did it go? Ha Ha
Suzanne.
________________________4/8
ERIN- Why are your knees
bruised? What have you done
lately? Hmmm...Fall off a table in
a drunken stupor? ESA Luv-
Suzanne.
________________________4/8
DENISE HUNLEY OF ESA-
Great jog with Formal. I had a
blast! ESA Love, Suzanne.
________________________4/8
LIZ BOLD OF ASA:
Congratulations for receiving
Panhellenic Delegate of the year!
We are extremely proud of you.
Love, Your sisters.
________________________4/8
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA SWIM
TEAM, Congratulations on your
1st place in intramurals.
________________________4/8
JIMMY K- Congratulations on
doing an awesome job at mock
trial Nationals! Love, Kristin.
________________________4/8
CHRISTINE MOORE- No more
worries! Happy 21st Birthday!
Love, Brittany.
________________________4/8
THE SIGMA NU’S would like to
congratulate everybody on a
good job last week.
________________________4/8
Need Cash?  Sell your unwanted
items in the Daily Eastern News
Classified Section.
____________________OO/HA
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rence in Florida.
“I hope to gain some leadership and
make the best out of my team,” he said. “I
hope I can talk to some of the other ath-
letes there to see what they’re doing and
bring those ideas back to my teammates so
we can be the best not only on the compe-
tition field but also in the classroom.”
Drucker said she is going into the con-
ference with the same kind of impression
Carter is.
“I hope to become a better leader at the
sports teams at EIU,” she said. “I also hope
I become more knowledgeable about the
different aspects of athletics.”
Ralston said either Drucker or Carter
were guaranteed to be going.
“Everyone who has a life-skills pro-
gram has at least one candidate that gets to
go,” she said. “This is only the second year
of the program and it’s the second year
we’ve had two people picked to go, so
that’s great.”
Representing Eastern at the leadership
conference last year were softball player
Mandy White and women’s soccer player
Diane Markus. 
“It was very well planned and top of the
line,” Markus said. “I feel excited for the
two that are going because you get to meet
a lot of wonderful people.  You learn a lot
about other student athletes and it’s just a
great experience.”
Markus said some of the things she
learned at the conference that she was able
to bring back to Eastern ware programs on
how to get freshman to come in and get
adjusted better. 
Ralston said that while in Florida, Car-
ter and Drucker get everything paid for and
get free passes to the Disney Resort.  But it
won’t be all fun in Florida for the two of
them as Ralston said they will also be in
small and large groups with other kids and
attend some nice banquets while in
Florida. Carter said he hopes to have some
fun before the conference starts.
“I’m going to try to see a little bit of
Florida,” he said. “I talked to the people
that went last year and they said it was best
to go early and see Florida itself.”
Drucker said she received the informa-
tional packet Tuesday and it looks like they
get to visit Disney World and visit Epcot
Center. 
Ralston said one of the reasons she’s
excited that Drucker and Carter get to go to
the leadership conference is so they can
come back to the Student Advisory Board
with ideas they can start implementing.
LEADERS from page 12
I hope to gain some leadership
and make the best out of my
team.”
–Marcus Carter,
men’s track member
“
Sammy and Henry, but there will
be a lot of balls flying out to
Waveland Avenue too.
And Blauser at short will only
help the cause.
Add in the extra incentive of
Harry Caray, and this team might
actually have the motivation to
win a division title.
Of course, the real test will
come against the Braves and
Brewers of the world, but then
again, there could be a little
divine intervention on behalf of a
certain Cubs’ ambassador.
What the season will most
likely come down to is whether
or not the Cardinals or Brewers
can put together a long winning
streak and take control of the
division.
But until that happens (if it
ever does) hope springs eternal at
Wrigley.
HARBECK from page 12
WASHINGTON (AP) -      
Washington Wizards general
manager Wes Unseld bristled
with anger over another off-the-
court distraction. His two most
highly paid, high-profile players,
Juwan Howard and Chris
Webber, are the subjects of a sex-
ual-assault investigation. 
“Quite frankly, I’m angry and
disappointed that I’m standing 
here,” Unseld said. “Because of
the lack of judgment that some
of our players have used this sea-
son that has allowed them to be
put into positions of having accu-
sations leveled at them.” 
No charges have been filed
against either Howard or
Webber, who were named in a
complaint filed by a woman Mo-
nday in Montgomery County,
Md. Police spent Tuesday inter-
viewing potential witnesses who
attended a party at Howard’s
house late Sunday and early
Monday, when the alleged
assault took place. 
Howard and Webber “were in
attendance at this party, and they 
were named, they were implicat-
ed by this woman,” police
spokeswoman Ann Evans said.
Unseld upset with two key players
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$1.50 16 oz. lite
bottles
$2.00 Burgers
& Fries
345-4977
UB Presents:
FLIX Tour Independent Film Series
“A Better Place” 
Come meet the director
Vincent Pereira
One of the top movies from the Sundance Film Festival.
Thursday, April 9
7pm Lumpkin Auditorium
$2 Students $4 General Public
for more info 581-5117
TGI Fridays is now accepting
applications for full and part time
servers.  Excellent wages, 
fun work environment.  
Apply in person 
Friday and Monday 
at Marty’s on campus.  
Interviewing Friday and Monday
from 8am-2pm.
College Pro Painters
is now hiring painters 
& job site managers 
for the summer. 
No experience necessary.  
Work in your home town.  
$6-$10 a hour
Call 1-888-CPP-97US
QUIET, CLEAN!
2 Bedrooms 
2Persons
CIPS avg. $60 month
Appointments 345-4489
Craft Depot Day
Wednesday, April 8th 10:00 am - 5:30 pm
Free Drawings
($10 and $5 Gift Certificasters, $3 Free Laminating)
The Craft Depot is locd in the west wing, lower
levcel, Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union.
1/2 price Laminating
(cash Sales only)
Free Food and Beveragers 
(while supplies last)
Craft Items for Sale Craft Demonstrations
DC
BIG MAN TUGS
PKA SP  SC
Eastern had four more games rained out
last week, but still managed to get four in.
The Panthers swept two doubleheaders
from Tennessee State and Middle
Tennessee.  
The Panthers improved to a perfect 4-0
in conference play. Eastern now holds sec-
ond place in the Ohio Valley Conference
West. Eastern is two games back of
Southeast Missouri State, who they will
play a two game set against this week.
Leading the West:
Southeast Missouri State extended its
winning streak to 12 games last week as it
swept doubleheaders from Austin Peay,
Tennessee Tech and Tennessee State.
The Otahkians now rest atop the OVC
West Division with a perfect 6-0 conference
record. The Otahkians were led by senior
outfielder Chris Shetley who picked up a
hit in each of the six games.  Shetley had an
outstanding performance against TSU,
when she went 3-4 with one home run and
5 RBI.
Pitcher Christine Englehardt improved
her overall record to 9-2 last week after
recording 18 strikeouts and allowing only
four walks in 18 innings of work.The
Othakians will have their work cut out for
them as they face second place Eastern
today. 
Weekly Honors:
For the second straight week, SEMO can
boast that it has the OVC player of the
Week. Receiving the honor this week is
Shetley. 
Shetley helped the Othakians sweep
three doubleheaders last week by turning in
several great performances.
Shetley went 4-6 with 7 RBI in the two
game set against Tennessee State and for
the week, she batted .421 with eight RBI,
two doubles, a triple,
two home runs and s
stolen base. Also hon-
ored this week was
Eastern Kentucky
junior pitcher Karen
Scott. Scott ear-ned
pitcher of the week
honors by recording
shutouts over Tennessee-Martin and Aust-
in Peay last week.  
Scott tossed her first career no-hitter
against Austin Peay and let in just two runs
against Tennessee-Martin. Scott pitched
two complete games, striking out nine,
while only walking six in 14 innings of
work.
Breaking all the records:
Morehead State senior pitcher Susan
Pape has been completely dominant over
the past few years. Last week she added to
her dominance by earning eight more
records.
Upon entering the season, Pape held six
pitching records, she now holds14 of the
school’s 32 records.
Pape owns or shares records for appear-
ances (32), games started (28), complete
games (22), innings pitched (187.2), and
strikeouts (69). She also holds the career
record for walks allowed.
This season Pape has earned the record
for career appearances (92), games started
(86), complete games (73), losses (54),
innings pitched (548.1), runs allowed (368),
earned runs allowed (234) and strikeouts
(204).In addition, Pape is nearing the record
for wins and shutouts. She is just three wins
and shutouts shy of capturing those records.
Intelligence on and off the field:
Middle Tennessee senior third baseman
Pierrecia Lyons was recognized for her aca-
demic accomplishments last week.
Lyons was awarded the Davis Award,
given to the MTSU athlete with the highest
grade point average. 
She was also named the Outstanding
Student-Athlete for softball. Lyons was also
accepted into the University of Tennessee
law school.
–compiled by Kyle Bauer
Four rain outs don’t cause Panther softball to falter
Southeast Missouri
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee-Martin
Austin Peay
6-0
4-0
3-5
2-5
23-5-1
12-9
10-15-1
17-18
1998 WEST
DIVISION
SOFTBALL
STANDINGS
Team
Conf.     Overall
Softball
notebook
Searle said.  “All games are
important to build confidence
and that winning edge. We have
proven that  i f  we play our
game, we are in the game with
any team that we play.”
Last year the Panthers won
the season series by winning
three of the four regular season
games the two teams played.
Eastern won both games of a
home double header early on
last year. 
The series then moved to
SEMO later in the season where
the two teams split a double
header.
“Last year Eastern beat us
three out of four games, but we
were still able to win the con-
ference,” SEMO head coach
Lisa Richmond said.  “Right
now it is too early to make a big
difference, but there is still a lot
of time left.”
The conference tournament is
where SEMO finally caught up
with Eastern. 
The Lady Panthers were able
to win the firs t  match up
between the two teams in the
tournament, but the Otahkians
proved to be too much in the
final game, winning 12-2 and
capturing the OVC crown.
“It is early on in the season,”
Richmond said.  “We have
played eight of 22 games. They
are all important, but a lot of
things can still happen. It usual-
ly comes down to the last
week.”
After this the Lady Panthers
will have two more opportuni-
ties to play SEMO. 
The two teams will face off
in a home doubleheader in the
last week of the season. 
Playing the top team in the
conference early on in the sea-
son could prove to be helpful to
the Lady Panthers in the long
run.
“We are going into every
game learning how someone is
going to hit a certain pitcher
and where we can hit the ball,”
Searle said.  “The most valuable
thing is that we are going to be
able to see two of their pitchers
and what they can do.”
LEAD from page 12
All games are impor-
tant to build confi-
dence and that winning edge.
We have proven that if we
play our game, we are in the
game with any team that we
play.”
–Lloydene Searle,
Panther head softball coach
“ NEW YORK (AP) - Dared bythe defense, prosecutors have
already promised they will call
boxing promoter Don King a liar
in an opening statement in his
insurance fraud trial. 
“I intend to and we are entitled
to,” assistant U.S. attorney
Baruch Weiss said after King’s
lawyer, Peter Fleming Jr.,
promised Monday to call for a
mistrial if prosecutors brand his
client a liar in their opening. 
Jury selection continued Tues-
day in the second trial to result
from an insurance claim King
and his company, Don King
Productions Inc., made after a
canceled 1991 fight between
Julio Cesar Chavez and Harold
Brazier. 
Prosecutors allege King faked
a contract to collect $350,000 in
nonexistent training expenses for
the bout from Lloyds of London. 
The first trial ended in
November 1995 with a dead-
locked jury. If convicted, King
could face up to 45 years in
prison and a $2.2 million fine. 
Prosecutors say they will use
King’s testimony in the first 
trial to try to prove he lied about
the contract. 
U.S. District Judge Lawrence
M. McKenna, presiding over the 
Manhattan trial, on Monday
rejected a defense attempt to
exclude King’s earlier testimony
from the current trial. 
“I’m entitled to talk about the
King testimony that we intend” 
King to be called a liar
by the prosecutors in trial 
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Advertise
with 
Do it for the
Easter Bunny!
The workout with a kick!i i
KICKBOXING
CARDIOVASCULAR
KICKBOXING
is sweeping the nation because it
takes the music, excitement, and
energy of an aerobics program and
teaches you self-defense tech-
niques like jabbing, kicking, punch-
ing, and blocking
• classes are for adults only.
•You wear regular workout 
clothes & shoes.
•No belts or uniforms 
required.
• No physical contact.
• No experience necessary.
• And it’s the most fun way to
get  in shape ever!
655 W. Lincoln
Suite 12
Charleston
345-1411
80’s Retro Night
DJ Jeff Ross
Wednesday Lunch Specials 11am-2pm
Beef Brisket Sandwich $3.25
Veggie or Chicken Quesidilla $4.50
Express Lunch menus available
Wednesday Dinner Special Beef Brisket Plate $6.50
Great Drink Specials
N O C O V E R
16oz Drafts
$1.50
Daiquiri’s &
Speed Rail
$1.75
JERRY’S
PIZZA 
& PUB
SP
EC
IA
L 14” Pizza
single topping
$6.00
345-2844Corner of 4th and Lincoln
*    Tara Coburn * Jodi Gaspard * Maria Herrera      *
*    Jim Kanichirayiril * Tricia Oliver * Gerena Wilder   * 
Congratulations Eastern’s 
Mock Trial Team
Platteville Inv.    4th Place
Central Iowa Inv.    1st Place
Regional Competition    2nd Place
Placed 6th in the Nation
Lunch Special
1 10” Pizza 2 item
2 drinks
$5.99+tax
Papa’s Choice
X-TRA LARGE
2 item
$10.50+tax
Papa Pak
1 lg 1 topping w/breadsticks
&2 ltr Coke
$11.99+ taxadditional
toppings $1.10exp 4/8/98
Charleston
426 W. Lincoln
348-8282
The
Daily
Easter
News
A number of Panther baseball
players find themselves in the
“Career top 10” list at Eastern. 
One of these players is senior
left fielder Josh Zink. He is one hit
shy of hitting the top 10 list for a
career, as Zink currently has 168
hits and the player in 10th place,
Stan Royer, has 169 from 1986-
88. The leader of this category is
Matt Legaspi with 211 hits. 
Zink does find himself in the
top 10 list for doubles, home runs,
RBI, runs scored and at bats. 
Zink currently is in ninth place
for doubles with 32, but one more
double would put him in a three-
way tie with Jeff Jetel and Panther
assistant coach Steve Dunlop.
Zink is only two back of sixth
place Keith Mierzwa. In the home
run category, Zink has 21 career
homers, which is only two back of
sixth place Dan Lebibovitz. But
Zink is also seeing some competi-
tion from teammate senior Clint
Benhoff, who is
one homer behind
Zink with 20. 
Zink is really
making a run for
the runs scored
title, as his 130
puts him in a tie
for fourth. The leader in this cate-
gory is Legaspi with 145 runs
scored. Also showing up in the
runs scored category is junior cen-
ter fielder Sean Lyons with 98. 
Battle for the top:
There is currently five teams
within 1 1/2 games of  Ohio
Valley Conference front runner 8-
3 Eastern. 
Finding themselves only one
game back of the Panthers are
Southeast Missouri and Tennessee
Tech with identical 9-6 conference
records. 
Tech was in a first-place tie
with Eastern, but fell in two-of-
three games to Morehead State
this past weekend. 
“We didn’t play well, we were
lucky to get our first win,” Tech
head coach David Mays said. “We
were very complacent in the next
two games. I do have to give cred-
it to Morehead, they really
brought the game to us.”
Tech was able to win the first
game of the series 5-3 on a two-
run homer by senior Matt Attaway
in the bottom of the seventh. This
was one of three homers for
Attaway in the series. 
“We’ve been swinging the bats
well,” Mays said. “We just need
better pitching and better
defense.”
Eastern Kentucky took two-of-
three games from Tennessee-
Martin over the past weekend to
move to 7-5 in the OVC and only
1 1/2 games behind Eastern. 
By taking two games from
Tech this past weekend, Morehead
State moved into a tie with
Eastern Kentucky for fourth place
in the OVC. Morehead sophomore
outfielder Jason Kennedy hit .571
in the series with three doubles
and six RBI. Kennedy and Murray
State junior outfielder Chad
Hamm were named co-OVC
Players of the Week. 
Mays said it is no surprise that
there is a group of teams going for
first place in the OVC. 
“Our league is well balanced
and anybody is capable of beating
anybody,” he said. “I expect to see
some good competition every
weekend.”
Rising Indians: 
Southeast Missouri completed a
three-game sweep of conference
foe Austin Peay to move into sec-
ond place in the OVC with a 8-3
record. After only giving up one
run in two games on Saturday, the
Indians had to go 11 innings
before completing the three-game
sweep of Austin Peay on Sunday
5-3. 
The Indians also had a solid
pitching performance from junior
Dan Huesgen. 
In 12 innings of work, Huesgen
allowed no runs and only seven
hits. He also had 18 strikeouts and
no walks.  
Fourteen of those strikeouts
came in the Sunday 11-inning
win. For his efforts, Huesgen was
named OVC Pitcher of the Week. 
compiled by Matt Wilson
Panther senior in many career top 10 categories
Team                                Conf.       Overall
Eastern Illinois
Southeast Missouri
Tennessee Tech
Eastern Kentucky
Morehead State
Murray State
Middle Tennessee
Tennessee-Martin
Austin Peay
8-3
9-6
9-6
7-5
7-5
6-9
4-7
4-8
5-10
19-9
20-12
19-14
15-15
12-21
9-25
9-19
11-18
13-22
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center field. 
Illinois had another big inning in
the bottom of the fourth, as it
brought four runs across the plate.
Back-to-back doubles by Marquie
and Jackson got the scoring started
and a two-out single to right by
freshman infielder Chris Basak
brought home two Fighting Illini. 
Eastern countered the four-run
bottom of the fourth with two runs
of its own in the top of the fifth.
Junior catcher Ryan Bridgewater
singled to left to get the inning
started and Panther junior center
fielder Sean Lyons brought him
home with his sixth homer of the
year. 
With the Panthers down 12-2
going into the top of the ninth,
Panther freshman  infielder Chris
Martin hit a two-out homer to right
for his second homer of the season. 
Another positive note for the
Panthers in the loss came when
Panther sophomore third baseman
Matt Marzec singled in the top of
the first to extend his hitting streak
to 14 games. 
Lyons was the only Panther to
have a multi-hit game as he went 2-
for-5 on the day and had two RBI. 
Eastern was outhit by the Illini
15-9, with four Illinois players
accomplishing multi-hit games.
Illinois was led by Marquie who
went 3-for-4 on the day and drove
in two RBI. Taking the loss for
Eastern was sophomore Brian
Prina, who went three innings and
gave up two runs on four hits. This
lost dropped Prina’s record to 4-3. 
Eastern continues its midweek
play when it hosts Olivet Nazarene
at 3 p.m. today. 
LOSS from page 12
6-1.  Freshman Sarah Stork
dropped a 6-0, 6-1 decision to
Sara Morenc.
In doubles play, Vanstone and
Mulherin lost their No.1 match
8-3 to Zimmer and Berryman.
Khaw and Cochran were defeat-
ed 8-2 by Gemmill and Nicole
Petrie. 
Berry and Stork lost 8-1 to
Hite and Morenc.
The team was looking to even
up its overall record with the
trip to SEMO. 
A win would bring them to
one away from the .500 in the
OVC. 
Eastern will travel to Austin
Peay to take on the home team
on Saturday. Before then, they
will go against Morehead State
on Friday. 
The Lady Panthers will then
take on Middle Tennessee early
on Saturday. 
This is  a  key stretch for
Eastern, with four OVC matches
in five days, Eastern is looking
to move up in the conference
standings.
TENNIS from page 12
DENVER (AP) - Mark McGwire
didn’t terrorize Coors Field in the
Rockies’ opener. It didn’t matter,
the Cardinals won, anyway. 
Tom Lampkin homered and
drove in four runs, and St. Louis
had nine extra-base hits in a 12-11
victory Tuesday. 
St. Louis built a 9-1 lead off
Pedro Astacio (1-1), Mike DeJean
withstood a seven-run sixth inning
and the Cardinals scored three
more runs in the seventh. 
McGwire, who hit 58 homers
last year and homered in each of his
first four games this season, went
homerless for the second straight
game but drove in two runs with a
groundout and sacrifice fly. 
In a four-game series at Coors
Field last September, McGwire had
four homers and seven RBIs, hit-
ting .500 (8-for-16). 
Ellis Burks had two homers -
raising his major league-leading
total to five - and drove in three
runs for the Rockies. Larry Walker
and Dante Bichette added three hits
each. 
Cardinals rookie Cliff Politte (1-
0), making his second major league
start, won for the first time. He held
Colorado to one run 
and four hits through five innings
before encountering trouble in 
the sixth. 
Cardinals sneak past Colorado 12-11
CHICAGO (AP) _ Al Leiter
hit a two-run double for his first
extra-base hit in 122 career at-
bats and got his first victory for
the New York Mets, 3-2 over the
Chicago Cubs on Tuesday. 
Leiter (1-1), a .106 career hit-
ter, was traded to the Mets by
Florida as part of the Marlins’
payroll purge following the World 
Series. He allowed both runs and
six hits in five innings, striking
out six and walking three. 
Chicago had won six straight
coming in following an opening
day loss, quite a turnaround for a
team that started last season 0-14
- with two losses to Leiter includ-
ed in the skid. 
Tuesday’s game included a 1-
hour, 54-minute rain delay after
the Mets batted in the sixth. 
Cubs fall to New York 3-2
Baseball
notebook
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BY KYLE BAUER 
Staff writer
The Lady Panther softball
team will face another tough
test in this young season as
they get set to play a two-
game set against Southeast
Missouri State.  Eastern will
travel to SEMO, Thursday,
with the first game starting at
2:00 p.m.
The Panthers saw their first
test of the season last week as
they opened up the Ohio
Valley Conference season
with a bang. The Panthers got
off to a perfect 4-0 start in the
West Division.
SEMO currently holds the
top spot in the West Division
with a 6-0 record.  It is too
early in the season to be call-
ing this a pivotal game, but
Eastern also has to be careful
not to take it too lightly.
“The conference champi-
onship is what is important,”
Panther head coach Lloydene
By MATT WILSON
Sports editor
The Illinois baseball team
jumped out to an early lead against
Eastern and never looked back,
defeating Eastern 12-3 Wednesday
in Champaign-Urbana. 
“We had a bad day and they’re a
hot team,” Panther head coach Jim
Schmitz said. “We made a couple
of miscues and you can’t do that to
hot teams.”
A two-run double in the bottom
of the third inning by Illinois junior
third baseman Bob Burlage put the
Fighting Illini up 2-0, and a six-run
sixth inning put the game away. 
Going into the bottom of the
sixth Eastern was only down 6-2,
but with one out , Illinois sopho-
more infielder Craig Marquie
tripled to left field to bring home
seniors Danny and Dusty Rhodes
to start the scoring barrage. Junior
outfielder T.J. Jackson followed up
the Marquie triple with a double of
his own to bring home Marquie. 
Eastern (19-9 overall) was final-
ly able to get out of the sixth inning
when Panther senior pitcher Caleb
Englehardt got sophomore catcher
Aaron Peelman to fly out to left-
Illinois thumps Panther baseball 12-3
See LEAD page 10
JOSH HARBECK
Staff writer
You know, it might be a long
summer for baseball fans who are
partial to the South Side of
Chicago.
Yes, some of those young Sox
came through Monday for a come-
from-behind win over Texas, but
really - in the long run - it may be
another wait ‘till next year season.
Pitching and defense win cham-
pionships. Last year the Sox had
some pitching and then traded it
away. Last year the Sox did not
have good defense.
This season, the Sox did noth-
ing to improve their pitching staff.
Bringing back Jason Bere from
injured reserve does not constitute
a good move for the pitching staff.
In fact, for three years in a row the
Sox have lost their ace.  First it
was Jack McDowell, then Alex
Fernandez, then Wilson Alvarez.
Now they’ve lost their closer too.
Roberto Hernandez joined Alvarez
in Tampa Bay.
Instead of signing a pitcher, the
Sox went out and got Wil Cordero
- a troubled player who can hit the
ball. We all know about Cordero’s
problems with domestic violence,
and it very well may be that he
will put that life behind him and
start anew in Chicago. But the Sox
needed help on the pitching staff -
not the lineup.
With defense, the Sox get some
help back.
Robin Ventura will (hopefully)
play the entire season.  And he is
much better at third base than fill-
in Chris Snopek. Also, Magglio
Ordonez is as good if not better
than the Lyle Muton/Dave
Martinez platoon in right field, and
Jeff Norton can’t help but be better
than Frank Thomas at first.
Unfortunately, the Sox’ strength
in defense is offset by the weak-
ness in the pitching staff. It won’t
happen every day, but the Rangers
already tagged the Sox pitchers for
20 runs in one game.
The Sox lineup is good, and it
will have to be to keep up with the
opponents’ run scoring ability.
On the North Side:
Could it be?
Could this be the year?
6-2
The Cubs have pitching; the
Cubs have hitting; the Cubs have
defense; the Cubs are in a
mediocre division.
The Cubs also have the incen-
tive of winning one for Harry.
Don’t underestimate that.
The equation looks right for
(dare I say it) a playoff appear-
ance.
For a company that has been
hammered in the past for not want-
ing to win, the Cubs actually have
some talent on this year’s team.
Yes, there will be a lot of strike-
outs at Wrigley this summer with
IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor
Panther head coach Jim Schmitz(far left) and other Panthers watch sophomore right hander John Larson
take some warm-up pitches in the series against Southeast Missouri this past weekend. The Panthers lost
at Illinois 12-3, but have a chance to come back at 3 p.m. today when they host Olivet Nazarene.
By MATT WILSON 
Sports editor
Two Eastern athletes will have
the honor of going to the 1998
NCAA Foundation Leadership
Conference in Florida. 
Of the 850 nominations from
224 institutions, men’s track team
member Marcus Carter and
women’s swimmer Tracy
Drucker were chosen to attend
the event held at Disney’s
Coronado Springs Resort in Lake
Buena Vista, Fla. from May 25-
28. 
“I was shocked when I found
out, I didn’t expect that I’d get
picked,” Carter said. “I only did it
because my coach wanted me to
and I’m really doing it for the
team.”
Drucker had the same reaction
Carter did.
“I was really excited,”
Drucker, who also works with the
Charleston High School and park
district swim team said. “I didn’t
think I had a chance, I though
there would be people more qual-
ified than I was.”
Drucker, a elementary educa-
tion major,  and Carter , a busi-
ness management major, were
two out of the four nominations
Eastern sent to the NCAA Life-
Skills Committee. The other two
names sent to the NCAA com-
mittee were men’s basketball
player Marc Polite and women’s
golfer Ann Akenbrand. 
Life-Skills Coordinator Betty
Ralston said each school gets
four candidates. Two of them
have to be men and two have to
be women and one must be a
minority student. 
Ralston had a big part in get-
ting the four student athletes
names to the NCAA.
“We had seven nominees from
different sports and people who
we thought would be good,”
Ralston said. “Then a board con-
sisting of myself, Jerome
Rodgers and Deb Polka narrowed
the names down to four.”
Carter said he hopes to get a
lot out of the leadership confer-
Eastern athletes headed to conference
IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor
Men’s track runner Marcus Carter and women’s swimmer Tracy
Drucker are the two athletes representing Eastern at the leadership con-
ference in Florida this year. 
By TODD SCHREIBER
Staff writer
The women’s tennis team
was looking to bounce back to
their winning form at Southeast
Missouri State on Tuesday.
The Lady Panthers are com-
ing off  an 8-1 loss against
Murray State in a dual-match
that  took place Sunday at
Southern Illinois-Carbondale. 
The Murray loss dropped
Eastern to 1-3 in the Ohio
Valley Conference,  and 3-4
overall for the Spring.
The lone point  came for
Eastern as Kim Mulherin
defeated Amy Gemmill 7-6, 6-
4 at the number three singles
spot.
Tania Vanstone,  who has
been playing extremely well at
the No.1 singles spot of late,
was overwhelmed by Martha
Zimmer 6-1, 6-0. 
Adeline Khaw started her
No. 2 singles match well by
winning the first set 6-2. 
Brooke Berryman then took
the next two sets, 6-4, 6-2, to
take the number two singles
match.
Jill Cochran dropped her No.
4 match 6-0, 6-2 to Nina Sartz-
Knudsen. No. 5 player Erin
Berry lost to Juliana Hite 6-1,
Tennis falls to Murray 8-1 Lead in Western Division
on line when top two play
Two Chicago
teams headed
opposite ways
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